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This Festschrift volume is published to honour both Dines Bjørner and Zhou Chaochen on the occasion of their 70th birthdays. The
volume includes 25 refereed papers by leading researchers, current and former colleagues, who congregated at a celebratory
symposium held in Macao, China, in the course of the International Colloquium on Theoretical Aspects of Computing, ICTAC
2007. The papers cover a broad spectrum of subjects.
????????:????:?????????;SELECT??:??????????;??????:???????;?????????:??????.
Learn to design and develop safe and reliable embedded systems Key Features Identify and overcome challenges in embedded
environments Understand the steps required to increase the security of IoT solutions Build safety-critical and memory-safe parallel
and distributed embedded systems Book Description Embedded systems are self-contained devices with a dedicated purpose. We
come across a variety of fields of applications for embedded systems in industries such as automotive, telecommunications,
healthcare and consumer electronics, just to name a few. Embedded Systems Architecture begins with a bird's eye view of
embedded development and how it differs from the other systems that you may be familiar with. You will first be guided to set up
an optimal development environment, then move on to software tools and methodologies to improve the work flow. You will
explore the boot-up mechanisms and the memory management strategies typical of a real-time embedded system. Through the
analysis of the programming interface of the reference microcontroller, you'll look at the implementation of the features and the
device drivers. Next, you'll learn about the techniques used to reduce power consumption. Then you will be introduced to the
technologies, protocols and security aspects related to integrating the system into IoT solutions. By the end of the book, you will
have explored various aspects of embedded architecture, including task synchronization in a multi-threading environment, and the
safety models adopted by modern real-time operating systems. What you will learn Participate in the design and definition phase
of an embedded product Get to grips with writing code for ARM Cortex-M microcontrollers Build an embedded development lab
and optimize the workflow Write memory-safe code Understand the architecture behind the communication interfaces Understand
the design and development patterns for connected and distributed devices in the IoT Master multitask parallel execution patterns
and real-time operating systems Who this book is for If you're a software developer or designer wanting to learn about embedded
programming, this is the book for you. You'll also find this book useful if you're a less experienced embedded programmer willing
to expand your knowledge.
This Expert Guide gives you the techniques and technologies in embedded multicore to optimally design and implement your
embedded system. Written by experts with a solutions focus, this encyclopedic reference gives you an indispensable aid to
tackling the day-to-day problems when building and managing multicore embedded systems. Following an embedded system
design path from start to finish, our team of experts takes you from architecture, through hardware implementation to software
programming and debug. With this book you will learn: • What motivates multicore • The architectural options and tradeoffs; when
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to use what • How to deal with the unique hardware challenges that multicore presents • How to manage the software
infrastructure in a multicore environment • How to write effective multicore programs • How to port legacy code into a multicore
system and partition legacy software • How to optimize both the system and software • The particular challenges of debugging
multicore hardware and software Examples demonstrating timeless implementation details Proven and practical techniques
reflecting the authors’ expertise built from years of experience and key advice on tackling critical issues
Design Patterns for Embedded Systems in CAn Embedded Software Engineering ToolkitElsevier
What the experts have to say about Model-Based Testing for Embedded Systems: "This book is exactly what is needed at the
exact right time in this fast-growing area. From its beginnings over 10 years ago of deriving tests from UML statecharts, modelbased testing has matured into a topic with both breadth and depth. Testing embedded systems is a natural application of MBT,
and this book hits the nail exactly on the head. Numerous topics are presented clearly, thoroughly, and concisely in this cuttingedge book. The authors are world-class leading experts in this area and teach us well-used and validated techniques, along with
new ideas for solving hard problems. "It is rare that a book can take recent research advances and present them in a form ready
for practical use, but this book accomplishes that and more. I am anxious to recommend this in my consulting and to teach a new
class to my students." —Dr. Jeff Offutt, professor of software engineering, George Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia, USA "This
handbook is the best resource I am aware of on the automated testing of embedded systems. It is thorough, comprehensive, and
authoritative. It covers all important technical and scientific aspects but also provides highly interesting insights into the state of
practice of model-based testing for embedded systems." —Dr. Lionel C. Briand, IEEE Fellow, Simula Research Laboratory,
Lysaker, Norway, and professor at the University of Oslo, Norway "As model-based testing is entering the mainstream, such a
comprehensive and intelligible book is a must-read for anyone looking for more information about improved testing methods for
embedded systems. Illustrated with numerous aspects of these techniques from many contributors, it gives a clear picture of what
the state of the art is today." —Dr. Bruno Legeard, CTO of Smartesting, professor of Software Engineering at the University of
Franche-Comté, Besançon, France, and co-author of Practical Model-Based Testing
This is the first edition of 'The Engineering of Reliable Embedded Systems': it is released here largely for historical reasons.
(Please consider purchasing 'ERES2' instead.) [The second edition will be available for purchase here from June 2017.]
Computer Aided Systems Theory (CAST) deals with the task of contributing to the creation and implementation of tools for the
support of usual CAD tools for design and simulation by formal mathematical or logical means in modeling.
Naturally,thebasisfortheconstructionandimplementationofCASTsoftwareis provided by the existing current knowledge in modeling
and by the experience of practitioners in engineering design. Systems Theory, as seen from the viewpoint of CAST research and
CAST tool development, has the role of providing formal frameworks and related theoretical knowledge for model-construction and
model analysis. We purposely do not distinguish sharply between systems theory and CAST and other similar ?elds of research
and tool development such as for example in applied numerical analysis or other computational sciences.
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TheheredocumentedEUROCASTconferencewhichtookplaceattheVienna University of Technology re?ects current mainstreams in
CAST. As in the p- vious conferences new topics, both theoretical and application oriented, have been addressed. The presented
papers show that the ?eld is widespread and that new - velopments in computer science and in information technology are the
driving forces. Theeditorswouldliketothanktheauthorsforprovidingtheirmanuscriptsin
hardcopyandinelectronicformontime.Thesta?ofSpringer-VerlagHeidelberg gave, as in previous CAST publications, valuable
support in editing this volume.
This tutorial reference takes the reader from use cases to complete architectures for real-time embedded systems using SysML, UML, and
MARTE and shows how to apply the COMET/RTE design method to real-world problems. The author covers key topics such as architectural
patterns for distributed and hierarchical real-time control and other real-time software architectures, performance analysis of real-time designs
using real-time scheduling, and timing analysis on single and multiple processor systems. Complete case studies illustrating design issues
include a light rail control system, a microwave oven control system, and an automated highway toll system. Organized as an introduction
followed by several self-contained chapters, the book is perfect for experienced software engineers wanting a quick reference at each stage
of the analysis, design, and development of large-scale real-time embedded systems, as well as for advanced undergraduate or graduate
courses in software engineering, computer engineering, and software design.
This book provides a taxonomy of distributed real-time and embedded system design patterns, allowing the reader to understand how the
patterns can fit together to form a complete application. Based on the information captured from previous DRE system development
experience, the text explores the relationships among all of the patterns described within. Several comprehensive examples are presented,
illustrating how these patterns can be combined to build real applications, giving the reader motivation for further study and offering concrete
descriptions of pattern-oriented design of DRE systems. Developers of DRE systems and members of the open-source middleware
community, as well as advanced students of real-time and distributed systems and/or software engineering, will find Design Patterns for
Distributed Real-Time and Embedded Systems to be one of the most comprehensive pictures of DRE systems available.
This book focuses on the design and testing of large-scale, distributed signal processing systems, with a special emphasis on systems
architecture, tooling and best practices. Architecture modeling, model checking, model-based evaluation and model-based design
optimization occupy central roles. Target systems with resource constraints on processing, communication or energy supply require nontrivial methodologies to model their non-functional requirements, such as timeliness, robustness, lifetime and “evolution” capacity. Besides
the theoretical foundations of the methodology, an engineering process and toolchain are described. Real-world cases illustrate the theory
and practice tested by the authors in the course of the European project ARTEMIS DEMANES. The book can be used as a “cookbook” for
designers and practitioners working with complex embedded systems like sensor networks for the structural integrity monitoring of steel
bridges, and distributed micro-climate control systems for greenhouses and smart homes.
The book is designed to serve as a textbook for courses offered to graduate and undergraduate students enrolled in electronics and electrical
engineering and computer science. This book attempts to bridge the gap between electronics and computer science students, providing
complementary knowledge that is essential for designing an embedded system. The book covers key concepts tailored for embedded system
design in one place. The topics covered in this book are models and architectures, Executable Specific Languages – SystemC, Unified
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Modeling Language, real-time systems, real-time operating systems, networked embedded systems, Embedded Processor architectures, and
platforms that are secured and energy-efficient. A major segment of embedded systems needs hard real-time requirements. This textbook
includes real-time concepts including algorithms and real-time operating system standards like POSIX threads. Embedded systems are
mostly distributed and networked for deterministic responses. The book covers how to design networked embedded systems with appropriate
protocols for real-time requirements. Each chapter contains 2-3 solved case studies and 10 real-world problems as exercises to provide
detailed coverage and essential pedagogical tools that make this an ideal textbook for students enrolled in electrical and electronics
engineering and computer science programs.
"This book provides innovative behavior models currently used for developing embedded systems, accentuating on graphical and visual
notations"--Provided by publisher.
The complexity of most real-time and embedded systems often exceeds that of other types of systems since, in addition to the usual
spectrum of problems inherent in software, they need to deal with the complexities of the physical world. That world—as the proverbial Mr.
Murphy tells us—is an unpredictable and often unfriendly place. Consequently, there is a very strong motivation to investigate and apply
advanced design methods and technologies that could simplify and improve the reliability of real-time software design and implementation.
As a result, from the first versions of UML issued in the mid 1990’s, designers of embedded and real-time systems have taken to UML with
vigour and enthusiasm. However, the dream of a complete, model-driven design flow from specification through automated, optimised code
generation, has been difficult to realise without some key improvements in UML semantics and syntax, specifically targeted to the real-time
systems problem. With the enhancements in UML that have been proposed and are near standardisation with UML 2. 0, many of these
improvements have been made. In the Spring of 2003, adoption of a formalised UML 2. 0 specification by the members of the Object
Management Group (OMG) seems very close. It is therefore very appropriate to review the status of UML as a set of notations for embedded
real-time systems - both the state of the art and best practices achieved up to this time with UML of previous generations - and where the
changes embodied in the 2.
The IFIP TC-10 Working Conference on Distributed and Parallel Embedded Systems (DIPES 2004) brings together experts from industry and
academia to discuss recent developments in this important and growing field in the splendid city of Toulouse, France. The ever decreasing
price/performance ratio of microcontrollers makes it economically attractive to replace more and more conventional mechanical or electronic
control systems within many products by embedded real-time computer systems. An embedded real-time computer system is always part of
a well-specified larger system, which we call an intelligent product. Although most intelligent products start out as stand-alone units, many of
them are required to interact with other systems at a later stage. At present, many industries are in the middle of this transition from standalone products to networked embedded systems. This transition requires reflection and architecting: The complexity of the evolving
distributed artifact can only be controlled, if careful planning and principled design methods replace the - hoc engineering of the first version
of many standalone embedded products.
IFIP TC10 Working Conference: Internationall Embedded Systems Symposium (IESS), August 15-17, 2005, Manaus, Brazil
This Expert Guide gives you the techniques and technologies in software engineering to optimally design and implement your embedded
system. Written by experts with a solutions focus, this encyclopedic reference gives you an indispensable aid to tackling the day-to-day
problems when using software engineering methods to develop your embedded systems. With this book you will learn: The principles of good
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architecture for an embedded system Design practices to help make your embedded project successful Details on principles that are often a
part of embedded systems, including digital signal processing, safety-critical principles, and development processes Techniques for setting
up a performance engineering strategy for your embedded system software How to develop user interfaces for embedded systems Strategies
for testing and deploying your embedded system, and ensuring quality development processes Practical techniques for optimizing embedded
software for performance, memory, and power Advanced guidelines for developing multicore software for embedded systems How to develop
embedded software for networking, storage, and automotive segments How to manage the embedded development process Includes
contributions from: Frank Schirrmeister, Shelly Gretlein, Bruce Douglass, Erich Styger, Gary Stringham, Jean Labrosse, Jim Trudeau, Mike
Brogioli, Mark Pitchford, Catalin Dan Udma, Markus Levy, Pete Wilson, Whit Waldo, Inga Harris, Xinxin Yang, Srinivasa Addepalli, Andrew
McKay, Mark Kraeling and Robert Oshana. Road map of key problems/issues and references to their solution in the text Review of core
methods in the context of how to apply them Examples demonstrating timeless implementation details Short and to- the- point case studies
show how key ideas can be implemented, the rationale for choices made, and design guidelines and trade-offs
Eager to develop embedded systems? These systems don't tolerate inefficiency, so you may need a more disciplined approach to
programming. This easy-to-read book helps you cultivate a host of good development practices, based on classic software design patterns as
well as new patterns unique to embedded programming. You not only learn system architecture, but also specific techniques for dealing with
system constraints and manufacturing requirements. Written by an expert who's created embedded systems ranging from urban surveillance
and DNA scanners to children’s toys, Making Embedded Systems is ideal for intermediate and experienced programmers, no matter what
platform you use. Develop an architecture that makes your software robust and maintainable Understand how to make your code smaller,
your processor seem faster, and your system use less power Learn how to explore sensors, motors, communications, and other I/O devices
Explore tasks that are complicated on embedded systems, such as updating the software and using fixed point math to implement complex
algorithms
Discover how to apply software engineering patterns to develop more robust firmware faster than traditional embedded development
approaches. In the authors’ experience, traditional embedded software projects tend towards monolithic applications that are optimized for
their target hardware platforms. This leads to software that is fragile in terms of extensibility and difficult to test without fully integrated
software and hardware. Patterns in the Machine focuses on creating loosely coupled implementations that embrace both change and
testability. This book illustrates how implementing continuous integration, automated unit testing, platform-independent code, and other best
practices that are not typically implemented in the embedded systems world is not just feasible but also practical for today’s embedded
projects. After reading this book, you will have a better idea of how to structure your embedded software projects. You will recognize that
while writing unit tests, creating simulators, and implementing continuous integration requires time and effort up front, you will be amply
rewarded at the end of the project in terms of quality, adaptability, and maintainability of your code. What You Will Learn Incorporate
automated unit testing into an embedded project Design and build functional simulators for an embedded project Write production-quality
software when hardware is not available Use the Data Model architectural pattern to create a highly decoupled design and implementation
Understand the importance of defining the software architecture before implementation starts and how to do it Discover why documentation is
essential for an embedded project Use finite state machines in embedded projects Who This Book Is For Mid-level or higher embedded
systems (firmware) developers, technical leads, software architects, and development managers.
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Although framework technology has proven its worth as a software reuse technique in many domains, there have been reservations
regarding its application in embedded systems, mostly due to limited CPU and memory resources. Recent hardware advances, however,
have changed this picture. This book shows how object-oriented software frameworks can be applied to embedded control systems. A case
study of a framework using a set of application dependent design patterns for the orbit control system of satellites is presented.
This book integrates new ideas and topics from real time systems, embedded systems, and software engineering to give a complete picture
of the whole process of developing software for real-time embedded applications. You will not only gain a thorough understanding of
concepts related to microprocessors, interrupts, and system boot process, appreciating the importance of real-time modeling and scheduling,
but you will also learn software engineering practices such as model documentation, model analysis, design patterns, and standard
conformance. This book is split into four parts to help you learn the key concept of embedded systems; Part one introduces the development
process, and includes two chapters on microprocessors and interrupts---fundamental topics for software engineers; Part two is dedicated to
modeling techniques for real-time systems; Part three looks at the design of software architectures and Part four covers software
implementations, with a focus on POSIX-compliant operating systems. With this book you will learn: The pros and cons of different
architectures for embedded systems POSIX real-time extensions, and how to develop POSIX-compliant real time applications How to use
real-time UML to document system designs with timing constraints The challenges and concepts related to cross-development Multitasking
design and inter-task communication techniques (shared memory objects, message queues, pipes, signals) How to use kernel objects (e.g.
Semaphores, Mutex, Condition variables) to address resource sharing issues in RTOS applications The philosophy underpinning the notion
of "resource manager" and how to implement a virtual file system using a resource manager The key principles of real-time scheduling and
several key algorithms Coverage of the latest UML standard (UML 2.4) Over 20 design patterns which represent the best practices for reuse
in a wide range of real-time embedded systems Example codes which have been tested in QNX---a real-time operating system widely
adopted in industry
A recent survey stated that 52% of embedded projects are late by 4-5 months. This book can help get those projects in on-time with design
patterns. The author carefully takes into account the special concerns found in designing and developing embedded applications specifically
concurrency, communication, speed, and memory usage. Patterns are given in UML (Unified Modeling Language) with examples including
ANSI C for direct and practical application to C code. A basic C knowledge is a prerequisite for the book while UML notation and terminology
is included. General C programming books do not include discussion of the contraints found within embedded system design. The practical
examples give the reader an understanding of the use of UML and OO (Object Oriented) designs in a resource-limited environment. Also
included are two chapters on state machines. The beauty of this book is that it can help you today. . Design Patterns within these pages are
immediately applicable to your project Addresses embedded system design concerns such as concurrency, communication, and memory
usage Examples contain ANSI C for ease of use with C programming code
From Model-Driven Design to Resource Management for Distributed Embedded Systems presents 16 original contributions and 12 invited
papers presented at the Working Conference on Distributed and Parallel Embedded Systems - DIPES 2006, sponsored by the International
Federation for Information Processing - IFIP. Coverage includes model-driven design, testing and evolution of embedded systems, timing
analysis and predictability, scheduling, allocation, communication and resource management in distributed real-time systems.
Nowadays, embedded systems - computer systems that are embedded in various kinds of devices and play an important role of specific
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control functions, have permeated various scenes of industry. Therefore, we can hardly discuss our life or society from now onwards without
referring to embedded systems. For wide-ranging embedded systems to continue their growth, a number of high-quality fundamental and
applied researches are indispensable. This book contains 13 excellent chapters and addresses a wide spectrum of research topics of
embedded systems, including parallel computing, communication architecture, application-specific systems, and embedded systems projects.
Embedded systems can be made only after fusing miscellaneous technologies together. Various technologies condensed in this book as well
as in the complementary book "Embedded Systems - Theory and Design Methodology", will be helpful to researchers and engineers around
the world.

The software architecture of embedded computing systems is a depiction of the system as a set of structures that aids in the
reasoning and understanding of how the system will behave. Software architecture acts as the blueprint for the system as well as
the project developing it. The architecture is the primary framework of important embedded system qualities such as performance,
modifiability, and security, none of which can be achieved without a unifying architectural vision. Architecture is an artifact for early
analysis to ensure that a design approach will lead to an acceptable system. This chapter will discuss the details of these aspects
of embedded software architectures.
The Transactions on Pattern Languages of Programming subline aims to publish papers on patterns and pattern languages as
applied to software design, development, and use, throughout all phases of the software life cycle, from requirements and design
to implementation, maintenance and evolution. The primary focus of this LNCS Transactions subline is on patterns, pattern
collections, and pattern languages themselves. The journal also includes reviews, survey articles, criticisms of patterns and pattern
languages, as well as other research on patterns and pattern languages. This book, the third volume in the Transactions on
Pattern Languages of Programming series, presents five papers that have been through a careful peer review process involving
both pattern experts and domain experts. The papers present various pattern languages and a study of applying patterns and
represent some of the best work that has been carried out in design patterns and pattern languages of programming over the last
few years.
This book is the latest contribution to the Chip Design Languages series and it consists of selected papers presented at the Forum
on Specifications and Design Languages (FDL'06), in September 2006. The book represents the state-of-the-art in research and
practice, and it identifies new research directions. It highlights the role of specification and modelling languages, and presents
practical experiences with specification and modelling languages.
????:Richard Helm,Ralph Johnson,John Vlissides ????:???,??,???
This revised and enlarged edition of a classic in Old Testament scholarship reflects the most up-to-date research on the prophetic
books and offers substantially expanded discussions of important new insight on Isaiah and the other prophets.
Ontologies are formal knowledge models that describe concepts and relationships and enable data integration, information search,
and reasoning. Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) are reusable solutions intended to simplify ontology development and support
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the use of semantic technologies by ontology engineers. ODPs document and package good modelling practices for reuse, ideally
enabling inexperienced ontologists to construct high-quality ontologies. Although ODPs are already used for development, there
are still remaining challenges that have not been addressed in the literature. These research gaps include a lack of knowledge
about (1) which ODP features are important for ontology engineering, (2) less experienced developers' preferences and barriers
for employing ODP tooling, and (3) the suitability of the eXtreme Design (XD) ODP usage methodology in non-academic contexts.
This dissertation aims to close these gaps by combining quantitative and qualitative methods, primarily based on five ontology
engineering projects involving inexperienced ontologists. A series of ontology engineering workshops and surveys provided data
about developer preferences regarding ODP features, ODP usage methodology, and ODP tooling needs. Other data sources are
ontologies and ODPs published on the web, which have been studied in detail. To evaluate tooling improvements, experimental
approaches provide data from comparison of new tools and techniques against established alternatives. The analysis of the
gathered data resulted in a set of measurable quality indicators that cover aspects of ODP documentation, formal representation
or axiomatisation, and usage by ontologists. These indicators highlight quality trade-offs: for instance, between ODP Learnability
and Reusability, or between Functional Suitability and Performance Efficiency. Furthermore, the results demonstrate a need for
ODP tools that support three novel property specialisation strategies, and highlight the preference of inexperienced developers for
template-based ODP instantiation---neither of which are supported in prior tooling. The studies also resulted in improvements to
ODP search engines based on ODP-specific attributes. Finally, the analysis shows that XD should include guidance for the
developer roles and responsibilities in ontology engineering projects, suggestions on how to reuse existing ontology resources,
and approaches for adapting XD to project-specific contexts.
Written as a workbook with a set of guided exercises that teach by example, this book gives a practical, hands-on guide to using
UML to design and implement embedded and real-time systems. A review of the basics of UML and the Harmony process for
embedded software development: two on-going case examples to teach the concepts, a small-scale traffic light control system and
a large scale unmanned air vehicle show the applications of UML to the specification, analysis and design of embedded and realtime systems in general. A building block approach: a series of progressive worked exercises with step-by-step explanations of the
complete solution, clearly demonstrating how to convert concepts into actual designs. A walk through of the phases of an
incremental spiral process: posing the problems and the solutions for requirements analysis, object analysis, architectural design,
mechanistic design, and detailed design.
Embedded Systems Architecture is a practical and technical guide to understanding the components that make up an embedded
system’s architecture. This book is perfect for those starting out as technical professionals such as engineers, programmers and
designers of embedded systems; and also for students of computer science, computer engineering and electrical engineering. It
gives a much-needed ‘big picture’ for recently graduated engineers grappling with understanding the design of real-world
systems for the first time, and provides professionals with a systems-level picture of the key elements that can go into an
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embedded design, providing a firm foundation on which to build their skills. Real-world approach to the fundamentals, as well as
the design and architecture process, makes this book a popular reference for the daunted or the inexperienced: if in doubt, the
answer is in here! Fully updated with new coverage of FPGAs, testing, middleware and the latest programming techniques in C,
plus complete source code and sample code, reference designs and tools online make this the complete package Visit the
companion web site at http://booksite.elsevier.com/9780123821966/ for source code, design examples, data sheets and more A
true introductory book, provides a comprehensive get up and running reference for those new to the field, and updating skills:
assumes no prior knowledge beyond undergrad level electrical engineering Addresses the needs of practicing engineers, enabling
it to get to the point more directly, and cover more ground. Covers hardware, software and middleware in a single volume Includes
a library of design examples and design tools, plus a complete set of source code and embedded systems design tutorial materials
from companion website

???????????
One of the most significant challenges in the development of embedded and cyber-physical systems is the gap between
the disciplines of software and control engineering. In a marketplace, where rapid innovation is essential, engineers from
both disciplines need to be able to explore system designs collaboratively, allocating responsibilities to software and
physical elements, and analyzing trade-offs between them. To this end, this book presents a framework that allows the
very different kinds of design models – discrete-event (DE) models of software and continuous time (CT) models of the
physical environment – to be analyzed and simulated jointly, based on common scenarios. The individual chapters
provide introductions to both sides of this co-simulation technology, and give a step-by-step guide to the methodology for
designing and analyzing co-models. They are grouped into three parts: Part I introduces the technical basis for
collaborative modeling and simulation with the Crescendo technology. Part II continues with different methodological
guidelines for creating co-models and analyzing them in different ways using case studies. Part III then delves into more
advanced topics and looks into the potential future of this technology in the area of cyber-physical systems. Finally
various appendices provide summaries of the VDM and 20-sim technologies, a number of valuable design patterns
applicable for co-models, and an acronym list along with indices and references to other literature. By combining
descriptions of the underlying theory with records of real engineers’ experience in using the framework on a series of
case studies the book appeals to scientists and practitioners alike. It is complemented by tools, examples, videos, and
other material on www.crescendotool.org. Scientists/researchers and graduate students working in embedded and cyberphysical systems will learn the semantic foundations for collaborative modeling and simulation, as well as the current
capabilities and limitations of methods and tools in this field. Practitioners will be able to develop an appreciation of the
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capabilities of the co-modeling techniques, to assess the benefits of more collaborative approaches to modeling and
simulation, and will benefit from the included guidelines and modeling patterns.
This practical technical guide to embedded middleware implementation offers a coherent framework that guides readers
through all the key concepts necessary to gain an understanding of this broad topic. Big picture theoretical discussion is
integrated with down-to-earth advice on successful real-world use via step-by-step examples of each type of middleware
implementation. Technically detailed case studies bring it all together, by providing insight into typical engineering
situations readers are likely to encounter. Expert author Tammy Noergaard keeps explanations as simple and readable
as possible, eschewing jargon and carefully defining acronyms. The start of each chapter includes a "setting the stage"
section, so readers can take a step back and understand the context and applications of the information being provided.
Core middleware, such as networking protocols, file systems, virtual machines, and databases; more complex
middleware that builds upon generic pieces, such as MOM, ORB, and RPC; and integrated middleware software
packages, such as embedded JVMs, .NET, and CORBA packages are all demystified. Embedded middleware theory and
practice that will get your knowledge and skills up to speed Covers standards, networking, file systems, virtual machines,
and more Get hands-on programming experience by starting with the downloadable open source code examples from
book website
Offering comprehensive coverage of the convergence of real-time embedded systems scheduling, resource access
control, software design and development, and high-level system modeling, analysis and verification Following an
introductory overview, Dr. Wang delves into the specifics of hardware components, including processors, memory, I/O
devices and architectures, communication structures, peripherals, and characteristics of real-time operating systems.
Later chapters are dedicated to real-time task scheduling algorithms and resource access control policies, as well as
priority-inversion control and deadlock avoidance. Concurrent system programming and POSIX programming for realtime systems are covered, as are finite state machines and Time Petri nets. Of special interest to software engineers will
be the chapter devoted to model checking, in which the author discusses temporal logic and the NuSMV model checking
tool, as well as a chapter treating real-time software design with UML. The final portion of the book explores practical
issues of software reliability, aging, rejuvenation, security, safety, and power management. In addition, the book: Explains
real-time embedded software modeling and design with finite state machines, Petri nets, and UML, and real-time
constraints verification with the model checking tool, NuSMV Features real-world examples in finite state machines,
model checking, real-time system design with UML, and more Covers embedded computer programing, designing for
reliability, and designing for safety Explains how to make engineering trade-offs of power use and performance
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Investigates practical issues concerning software reliability, aging, rejuvenation, security, and power management RealTime Embedded Systems is a valuable resource for those responsible for real-time and embedded software design,
development, and management. It is also an excellent textbook for graduate courses in computer engineering, computer
science, information technology, and software engineering on embedded and real-time software systems, and for
undergraduate computer and software engineering courses.
Interested in developing embedded systems? Since they don't tolerate inefficiency, these systems require a disciplined
approach to programming. This easy-to-read guide helps you cultivate a host of good development practices, based on
classic software design patterns and new patterns unique to embedded programming. Learn how to build system
architecture for processors, not operating systems, and discover specific techniques for dealing with hardware difficulties
and manufacturing requirements. Written by an expert who's created embedded systems ranging from urban surveillance
and DNA scanners to children's toys, this book is ideal for intermediate and experienced programmers, no matter what
platform you use.
????????????,???????????C++???????,????????????,????????????????????????,???????????????,????????????
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